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We give readers the fourth volume of �Political Preferences�, an in-

terdisciplinary journal devoted to the study of voting behavior issues, espe-

Institute of Political Science and Journalism at the University of Silesia and 

the Center for Innovation, Technology Transfer and Development Foundation 

of the University of Silesia. Patronage of the project holds Polish Political 

Science Association and the Society for Academic Initiatives. The research 

community centered around �Political Preferences� was initiated by the Section 

at the Polish Electoral Studies Political Science Association and is actively in-

volved in international research projects devoted to electoral behavior.

Journal in his intention promote empirical research in the plane of elec-

toral behavior. Multidimensional and interdisciplinary research in political cir-

cumstances of individuals and their motivation to participate actively in politi-

cal life is important for the development of civil society, one of the important 

dimensions of the electoral participation. Magazine publishers are particularly 

keen on cooperation with researchers of different disciplines who take an empi-

rical analysis of the problem of political preferences: political science, psycho-

logy, sociology, linguistics, philosophy, and others. The degree of involvement 

of citizens and ultimately the decisions made in the electoral process is subject 

-

sis of the correlation existing between them.

This issue of �Political Preferences,� in contrast to the previous, is a re-

port of empirical research, but devoted to the diversity of issues, the common 

denominator is the study of reality social, political and economic, affecting 

voting behavior. This is another step in the development of writing, involving 

not only the extension of the existing formula, but also its internationaliza-

tion. The international dimension �Political Preferences� has been achieved 

not only by initiating the release number in the English language, but also 

by expanding the group of authors and reviewers who write about the people 
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Abstract: 1

The article is focused on analysis the manner of presentation of data 

considering the electoral campaign in major information services during par-

liamentary campaign in Poland in 2011. This concerns the kinds of the sub-

An important question is whether we deal with a uniform image of the cam-

paign or whether this image is different for particular stations. For that reason, 

what was investigated were the evening emissions of news bulletins of the most 

popular television stations, that is TVN (�Fakty�), Polsat (�Wydarzenia�) as a 

analyze key issues of particular campaign; pictures where are presented images 

accompanying main issues; faces, which are focused on main actors of campa-

Key words: 
electoral campaign in Poland, news bulletin

Introduction

An electoral campaign constitutes an interesting phenomenon for poli-

tical scientists, sociologists and marketing communication specialists, who in-

electoral preferences. Also the scientists specializing in the area of the media 

1 The majority of books used in this article were bought with the help of Faculty Political 

Sciences and International Studies, no 1359�PSM.

THE PICTURE(S) OF CAMPAIGN.

THE 2011 ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN 

IN MAJOR NEWS BULLETINS1

Nicolaus Copernicus University, Poland
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and behaviour of the media during the rivalry in question is possible to provi-

de valuable information on the impact of the mass media on the candidates and 

affect the result of the election, since a rivalry-based electoral campaign inscri-

that occurred on a certain day, possessing a clear identity as well as measured 

-

rent, then the program is a news program�. What plays an important role here 

is television, and in consequence the information programmes presented by 

this particular medium, which uses image and sound to achieve a great effect, 

Another important fact is that the news bulletins create the importance of words 

easily and quickly shape the opinions of the electors, which is valued by the 

committees. According to Nielsen Audience Measurement research conducted 

for Media2.pl, in Poland television information programmes can boast a sub-

stantial audience. In September 2011, that is in the period of the campaign 

(3 703 154), �Teleexpress� TVP (2 864 075), �Wydarzenia� Polsat (2 093 092) 

What is worth highlighting, the two initial programmes are listed in the top ten 

of the television shows with the largest number of viewers.

The aim of this article is to analyze the manner of presentation of data 

considering the electoral campaign in major information services. This con-

statements and the comment. An important question is whether we deal with a 

uniform image of the campaign or whether this image is different for particular 

stations. For that reason, what was investigated were the evening emissions2 

of news bulletins of the most popular television stations, that is TVN (�Fakty�), 

(September, 1st � October, 7th). In total, more than 100 issues3 of news bulle-

electoral committees in this period as well as the increased interest of the mass 

2 Evening editions last about 25 minutes, excluding weekend when they are 5 minutes shorter.
3

The approach adopted in this study was the qualitative content analysis4. 

The unit of sampling was a single electoral material, that is news. A piece of in-

formation was considered as an electoral one not only when it considered the 

campaign itself, but also when it dealt with administrative issues indirectly con-

-

tion, their conversation with the reporter as well as the prepared material, and the 

summary (stand up). What constituted the research tool was a categorization key 

composed of several previously elaborated categories. Due to certain limitation 

of this article, the main impact is on manner in which information is presented in 

the programmes under analysis. This concerns the kind of topics mentioned in the 

journalistic materials, the kind of presentation and the image of political subjects 

presenting their offer as well as the role of the journalist, both the presenter and 

the reporter, during the preparation and presentation of the material.

 

The subjects of the campaign

In the analysis in question it was important to specify the subjects that 

this concept, which is not an easy task. This results from the fact that every re-

characteristic features of materials that are broadcast in news bulletins. That is 

and ABC presenter, Davida Brinkley, adopted also by B. William Silcock, Don 

is�. That means that journalists themselves decide of the rank of a certain event 

and that they do it by means of preparing and presenting particular pieces of 

news and by arranging the news in a particular order. Despite that fact, in the 

-

-

to be observed. The tendency is to present identical subjects and to place them 

at the beginning of the programme, with the exception of ludicrous elements, 

-

sented at the end in a satirical manner.

The subject-matter of the presented news was related to the issues men-

tioned by the candidates during party conventions, electoral meetings, televi-

sion debates, interviews and numerous polemics between party leaders that 

4 The study of i.a. the time of the emission of the campaign materials are included in the 

not relevant to repeat quantitative studies.
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took place in television. The subjects depended on the time and place of the 

campaign. The closer to the elections the more insubstantial issues, based on 

personal attacks, appeared.

-

formation) and soft news (amusing information). Although the former still domi-

nated, the longer the campaign lasted the more of the latter, presented in a satiri-

news appeared in �Fakty� on September, 7th and concerned the language used by 

Polish politicians in electoral rivalry. What is worth highlighting, this particular 

programme kept presenting its material in such a form, which resided in show-

�youth� campaign of Law and Justice, conducted by showing attractive female 

candidates and using juvenile language. The character of such materials was usu-

-
5 -

stance, the material on a new clip broadcast in Polsat on September, 14th was 

titled �Untypically of a campaign�. It ought to be remembered that this interest in 

such subject-matter is partially caused by the current activity of political subjects. 

That includes the material concerning the hit parade of campaign spots (�Fakty�, 

about the most amusing elements of the campaign broadcast on the last day of 

what needs to be highlighted is that the latter bulletin presented less soft news, 

which was related to the fact that the materials broadcast in the public media usu-

ally concerned the politic programmes of all the national electoral committees. 

For that reason, it is worth mentioning that only this channel presented the activ-

ity of the Polish Labour Party that was not visible in other media.

The subjects that were most frequently mentioned during the campaign 

5

The Polish word �siema� is a colloquial form of greeting and can be translated as �howdy�. 

under consideration one can observe an interesting play of words, which increases the irony 

of message.

The categories are general information, information on programme proposals, 

aspect of the campaign, including the rules of voting (voting abroad, correspon-

dence voting of the disabled) and the election calendar (e.g. the permission to 

vote beyond the place of living). What can be listed in this category are also 

the questions concerning the interpretation of regulations relating to the refusal 

Senate, Anna Kalata, in all the electoral districts.

A large space was also devoted to the materials concerning the campaign 

by the Prime Minister and his team to travel around the country. On September, 

19th, the day that the travel began, ale the services devoted at least 3 minutes to 

this subject. Therefore, it is not surprising that the media started to be interested 

in means of transport of other party leaders and the facts that the Law and Justice 

leader took a train travel from Warsaw to Gdansk and SLD (Democratic Left 

Alliance) leaders were met in a commuter line were commented on as well.

Electoral meetings posed an occasion to discuss programme issues. 

Left Alliance) speech was disturbed by the youth organization related to PO (Civic 

Platform). This information, although accompanied by other campaign motives, 

constituted the opening news in all the bulletins. However, the main source of in-

formation on the political plans were parties conventions, whose fragments were 

broadcast in all the  programmes analysed. On September, 10th, when PO and 

SLD conventions took place, each station paid attention to the programme thesis 

of the rivaling parties. On several occasions the main point of interest were eco-

-

nized in September), the problem of increasing charges for preschools (the con-

sequence of a new act of law), the role of women (the Congress of Women took 

-

pects. These were organized by television channels as well as the committees 

(e.g. Napieralski � Rostowski). These events constituted an important element 

of the agenda both before and after the meeting, which can be illustrated with 

the heralds of the debates in Polsat (September, 1st; October, 3rd and 6th), TVN 

(September, 5th) or TVP (September, 28th, October, 7th). In the last of the cas-

es mentioned it was the refusal of Law and Justice members that posed the most 

interesting news. However, one of the most symbolic events of the campaign 
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under consideration was �the debate of the debate�, which took place in early 

September and considered the planned discussion between the two specialists 

Justice Zyta Gilowska, the member of the Monetary Policy Council. Numerous 

politicians, political scientists and journalists interpreted this choice as a viola-

tion of the independence of the institution member. Therefore, the governing 

party disagreed to run such a debate. Nonetheless, it is worth noticing that the 

discussion in question was kept alive thanks to the interest of the media that 

The composition of the future government constituted the subject of 

a plethora of discussions, which is related to the declarations of certain com-

mittees concerning potential ministers. The most reserved party in this aspect 

was Law and Justice. Due to that fact, the party was being accused of having 

no political background and encouraged to reveal a portion of names. This can 

be illustrated by the material broadcast in �Wydarzenia� on September, 5th, 

in which the journalists tried to predict the names of Law and Justice and Civic 

-

ty would win the election (the news of September, 16th; in all the bulletins of 

for a potential coalition member, the journalists made their audience sure that, 

despite various polls, neither of the parties would manage to create the govern-

of the campaign (October, 4th, is worth mentioning. This was related to the 

our Dreams�), whose author suggested that the election of Angela Merkel for 

the chancellor of Germany had not been a coincidence. This met a strong re-

as well. According to them, the author suggested that her choice was moti-

vated by her STASI connections (�Fakty�; October, 5th). This event as well 

(�Fakty�; September, 19th).

As regards the remaining subjects mentioned in the campaign, it is worth 

mentioning the cyberattack on Beata Kempa (PiS), that is the Internet user who 

impersonated her and sent an e-mail message that the Member of Parliament re-

signed from running in the election (September, 13th). This information started 

The pictures of the campaign

The visual layout poses as important factor in the reception of the com-

the same meaning that require a thousand of words. What is more, due to pho-

distribution of mandates in the Parliament) to message becomes more credible 

and easier in the reception.

Due to that fact, it should not be surprising that fragments of electoral 

spots were being presented in news bulletins. What was commented on by the 

journalists was the subject of the clip as well as the techniques used to attract at-

tention. This can be illustrated with the material broadcast in �Wydarzenia� on 

September, 24th (presented at the end of the programme and described as �em-

barrassing commercials�), on September, 1st (presented as the second infor-

mation and titled �the war of spots�), on September, 2nd (�odd spots�; the se-

cond news concerning unusual spots), and the material broadcast in �Fakty� on 

7th, presenting the most amusing elements of the campaign. The above-men-

-

re. The spot that was relatively often commented on was that of Civic Platform, 

in which the party threatened Poles that if the election was won by Law and 

Justice Poland would be governed by people using �Smolensk rhetoric� and 

�the policy of fear� of the years 2005-2007 (the opening news in �Wydarzenia� 

and the second one in �Fakty� on October, 3rd). What was analysed here was 

most of all considered as infotainment. Moreover, the journalists presented 

trivial. However, one ought to admit that the goal of certain clips, in particular 

those found on the Internet, was to shock the viewers with controversial beha-

viour rather than to present any contend relevant for the electors.

The polls, ordered by particular television stations, provided their reci-

pients with entertainment as well as information. What was especially impor-

tant here, apart from the information concerning the support for a given party, 

the graphic elements appearing on the television screen that were to strongly in-
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bulletin contained a presentation of the potential result. Such a presentation co-

uld make a separate news (�Fakty�; September, 20th) or be an integral part of a 

-

-

ted a virtual simulation on the distribution of seats in the Parliament based on 

the results of two polls.

In order to attract the attention of both the voters and the media, po-

liticians run their campaign in such a way to be close to people. The Prime 

Minister was taking trip around Poland in his �tuskobus� and meeting the ci-

tizens of towns and villages, followed by the journalists of different television 

the whole day traveling with Civic Platform and Law and Justice leaders. Three 

day later similar material was broadcast by TVN and Polsat.

The aforesaid strategy was also used by Democratic Left Alliance, whose 

members Grzegorz Napieralski and Leszek Miller visited the coast of Poland to 

(news form October, 1st). A similar motivation is visible in the activity of Poland 

Comes First, a party that was created in 2011 and for that reason was not provi-

of both voters and journalists, the major members of the party brought a dark 

horse to the streets, claiming that their party would be the dark horse of the cam-

paign (despite its law support). The day before they decided to climb Kasprowy 

-

der. Therefore, it should not be surprising that Donald Tusk, together with local 

 

The faces of the campaign

The aim of every electoral campaign is the present the candidates that 

are popular and can boast the greatest public support. Most frequently they are 

party leaders and major politicians that have already be known for their activity. 

Political scientists more and more frequently mention the phenomenon of per-

faces of the campaign were the leaders of particular committees. Other candi-

dates could be observed in context of their controversial statements or in the 

-

ign is conducted, that is in presenting the rivalry from the perspective of travels 

and commentaries.

The image of Civic Platform is strongly connected to the Prime Minister 

party dominated the agenda of the media. On the one hand it was a positive 

aspect enabling a wider speech in the mainstream media. On the other, all the 

mistakes of the ministers were commented on and included in the discourse of 

given in the European Parliament, during which he threatened the audience 

-

unquestionable face of the Civic Platform.

A lot of medial space was devoted to the leader of Law and Justice, who 

-

-

his function as the party spokesperson. Ryszard Czarnecki, famous for his vivid 

language6, was also particularly willing to speak to the reporters.

The campaign of Democratic Left Alliance was commented on from 

-

dia were Leszek Miller, Ryszard Kalisz, Katarzyna Piekarska, and more sel-

September, 10th, to give his support to the party, which was widely presented in 

also attracted attention, mostly due to increasing support for his party. This in-

terest was not only due to his radical statements (the legalization of soft drugs, 

reckoning of the Catholic Church) as well as the lack of political backgro-

which attracted special attention. This can be illustrated with separate materials 

6

or �Wydarzenia� on September, 17th (�A politician without the Internet is a politician who 

horse, on that anti-Law and Justice jade�).
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and in �Wydarzenia� on September, 29th.

-

or Ewa Kierzkowska appeared in the bulletins. Polish Labour Party wav visible 

in public television only, where the leader and candidates were presented du-

ring press conferences.

Certain candidates, who had not been well-known before, due to the-

ir Internet activity attracted the attention of the mainstream media, including 

Karol Pilecki (Civic Platform), who performed a parachute jump, or Tadeusz 

However, the candidates of Democratic Left Alliance were the most creative 

-

stulates out accompanied by metal music and Katarzyna Lenart in her spot was 

taking her clothes off. Such messages, although well-remembered, had little 

impact on the campaign.

What was not shown in the media was the Senate campaign, which, ac-

cording to �Wydarzenia� (September, 7th), was due to the negligence of the 

committees. Regional campaign, which can be illustrated with the material 

grasped the media attention, however, was the presence of celebrities on elec-

toral lists (�Wydarzenia� September, 18th, October, 3rd and 5th).

The presentation of the faces of the campaign cannot lack ordinary pe-

Kowalczyk, by journalists described as a �paprikas7�, who before the campaign 

-

ently repeated in the rivalry under consideration. Later, Kowalczyk was a guest in 

the convention of Law and Justice. Another person that is worth mentioning here 

the Prime Minister for help. Donald Tusk promised to give her the help she asked 

for and the next day the woman was contacted with by the voivodeship and social 

services. The aforesaid situations are the examples of symbolic policy, that is ac-

tivities aiming at the satisfaction of the media and publicity rather than problem-

from Katowice should be remembered about. The man was invited for dinner by 

the Prime Minister but changed his plans escaping from hooligans. The hooligans 

7 Paprikas is a kind of canned goulash made of pepper. Media used this word in this context 

as Kowalczyk is a pepper grower.

themselves can be regards as the faces of the campaign, as they got their own �tó-

skobus� to travel around the country (�Wydarzenia�, October, 4th).

The creator or reporters of the campaign?

Taking into consideration the statement presented at the beginning of 

this article, that news is everything that is considered as news, one needs to ad-

mit that the role of journalists is particularly important. This seems even more 

they constitute an important link between the voters and the offer of particular 

committees. Nowadays, the campaigns cannot be run without the participation 

of the mass media. Therefore, it is essential that the mainstream media, which 

reach the largest number of potential electors, present various political parties, 

different commentaries and vague concepts in a multicontextual manner.

in the lack of judgment. When any partial statements and commentaries appe-

ared, they were balanced with ones of the opposite meaning. The journalists of 

�Fakty� and �Wydarzenia� were more eager to judge, due to which their rela-

tions were described as more varied, emotional and opinion-forming, providing 

between the rivaling subjects, and evoked strong emotions of the candidates, 

who concentrated on personal attacks. This can be observed in the aforesaid 

�debate on debates�, when politicians talked to one another mainly through the 

mass media. They also tried to attract attention by means of unusual behaviour 

The analysis of the medial discourse from the perspective if the langu-

including elaborated phrases and expressions to strengthen the emotional ef-

fect, make the message more picturesque and attract the attention of the reci-

pients. It partially results from the political discourse itself, as it is full of me-

taphors, neologisms or euphemisms, which was noticed by the journalists of 

�Fakty� (September, 7th and October, 4th). On the one hand journalists com-

-
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that it is, on some point of comparison, the same as another otherwise unrelated 

the perspective of a particular culture and language. Metaphors can be observed 

in the commentaries of the presenters of �Fakty� (�to debate under the eye of 

the reporter�), �Wydarzenia� (�The leader of Democratic Left Alliance throws 

(�Law and Justice picked up the gauntlet�). Another illustration of this pheno-

menon is the title of a material broadcast by TVN, �The colours of the campa-

ign�. The presence of metaphors in the media partially results from the fact that 

Kalisz in the context of the electoral lists of Law and Justice8.

or phrase, that may be in the process of entering common use, but has not yet been 

accepted into mainstream language. Certain neologisms can take a form of colloca-

tions, which can by illustrated with �debate on debates�, �I-can-do-nothing-bus� or 

and journalists use semantic neologisms, that is the ones that give another meaning 

to the already existing word, like in the case of �paprikas� relating to a pepper gro-

wer9. However, the greatest creativity is visible in word-formation neologisms, that 

is forming new words on the basis of already existing ones by means of word-for-

means of transport used by the Prime Minister) or �toskopalikot� (the word used 

expressions became an important part of the campaign discourse mainly due to the 

fact they were frequently repeated by the mass media.

place of one that may be found offensive or suggest something unpleasant. This 

can be illustrated by the words of politicians, Marek Balicki of Democratic 

Kalisz excelled himself�).

-

us untruth�) and lead to the increase in the number of used colloquialisms. 

8 The lists included people, who according to the politicians of different parties, should have 

not candidates they were former prosecutors of agents of secret services.
9

attended the Law and Justice convention.

-

What could be observed is war rhetoric (�electoral duel of emotions and argu-

�Civic Platform spurs on to battle�) and sports terminology (�Ewa Kopacz will 

It may happen that by means of allusion journalists want to show us their 

attitude towards a given issue. The commentary of the reporter of �Wydarzenia� 

such direct an unequivocal statement did not happen often, it should be highli-

ghted that numerous news in �Fakty� or �Wydarzenia� had a satirical underto-

tone was dominant, not deprived of personal comments, however.

Conclusions

However, the level of interest was different according to the programme. The 

commercial station devoted much more place to the subject-matter under con-

not only to political subjects, but also to various social groups and presenting 

other stations, did not devoted the whole time to the issue of election but con-

centrated on different matters as well, including the Nobel Peace Prize.

Another discrepancy was related to the number of hard and soft news. 

-

sed on the strongest parties. What dominated were serious pieces of informa-

the bulletin broadcast on October, 7th, concerned the most amusing elements 

of the campaign. Commercial televisions concentrated on showing emotions. It 

stage of the campaign.
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The journalistic relations showed that politicians, in particular the le-

aders, like to travel and meet ordinary people. However, they could be frequen-

tly encountered in television studios during debates. Interestingly, the symbols 

of the campaign in question were the electors who were brave enough to stand 

out in the crowd and present their problems to the Prime Minister. In that way 

the became the elements of symbolic policy realized in front of television ca-

meras and not directed at solving real problems. Nonetheless, this tactic proved 

-

peated in future campaigns.

The journalists consolidated the emotions that were caused by the politi-

On the one hand, such a tactic shallows the message. On the other, it makes it cle-

arer for the audience. Another important factor is the appropriate image.

In conclusion, the 2011 Parliamentary campaign constituted an impor-

tant event and the subject of interest for the mass media, although the journa-

lists considered it as boring10. Taking into consideration the ambiguity of the 

title of this article (picture or pictures of the campaign), it is worth noticing that 

manner of presentation was equivocal, despite certain differences in the attitu-

and statements were presented.
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